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Scope of Work 

WBL-ADAMS 
Integration 

•Digital Signature - Within WBL, where a document is generated that requires an
authorized signature (e.g., radioactive material license, export radioactive materials
license, inspection report, etc.), provide the ability to digitally sign it.

•ADAMS Document Submission via WBL - Within WBL, where a document for
retention as an official agency record is generated, provide the ability to submit it to
ADAMS, returning from ADAMS the ML number for use in WBL.

•ADAMS Document Retrieval via WBL - On any WBL screen, support hyperlinks to
ADAMS documents by ML number.  Allow retrieval of any ADAMS document that
would be available to the WBL user through the direct ADAMS interface – specifically
passing NRC-issued WBL user credentials so that non-public ADAMS documents
are accessible to NRC WBL users.

A video about the WBL-ADAMS integration is found here: 

WBL External 
Application 
Submittals 

WBL Project 
Management 

Data 
Analytics 

• Form 313 Processing - Provide the ability for new applicants and existing licensees 
to submit their Form 313 applications on-line through the WBL interface, including the 
capability to store in-progress applications prior to their submittal.

•External Document Submission to ADAMS via WBL - Upon receipt of 
documentation (both part of the initial submittal and responses to requests for 
additional information) provide the ability to submit it to ADAMS, this includes 
migrating documents from WBL to ADAMS.

•Application Status Check - Provide the ability for applicants to check on the status 
of the application through the same portal/means where they submitted their 
application.

•Create / Track Work Plan - Provide the ability to create and track a work plan for 
activities not related to certification, licensing, and inspection.  The design will initially 
be based on the STIMS non-casework module within WBL.

•Non-Casework Data Retrieval - Provide data retrieval capability for non-casework 
actions that supports agency, business line, and office performance reporting.

•WBL Module Data Retrieval - Provide data retrieval capability across all WBL 
modules that supports agency, business line, and office performance reporting.
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